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WELLESLEY, MASS., JANUARY 14, 1932

No. 13

COLLEGE ADVOCATE

Disarming of U. S.

Large Percentage of Students In Nation-wide Poll Favor Military Reduction

AMERICA SHOULD LEAD

A nation-wide straw vote on disarming made by the Intercollegiate Disarmament Council from their offices in New York City, reveals 92% of the 28,420 students voting in seventy different colleges in favor of reducing armaments and 81% for the United States setting an example by beginning to disarm without waiting for other nations. Luther Tucker, Yale '21, who is Chairman of the Council, said the poll shows one third of the students favor 100% cuts in armaments, provided all nations agree to the same cuts, while 18% are in favor of making a 100% cut for the United States without regard to other nations.

The poll shows a very strong following among the communist factions that support military training in colleges, 81% of the students voting on this question were in college at 4:00 A.M. The interest was greatest in the Midwest, on the other hand, only 39% favored a 100% cut for the United States in the poll of the technical colleges. Of those voting, one seventh had no military training. Seventy-five percent desired an end to the activity of foreign publicists, who were held responsible for the American adherence to the World Court upon the basis of the Ross Protocols.

Among the students participating in the poll the vast majority were students in all parts of the country. Yale, Harvard, Wellesley College, Radcliffe, Vassar, Barnard, Bryn Mawr, Cornell, Dickinson, Smith, Tufts, Washington University, Johns Hopkins University, the University of Chicago, Princeton, the University of Pennsylvania, Columbia University, the University of Michigan, Stanford, the University of California, North Carolina University, Duke, Harvard, the University of Chicago, Yale, Princeton, the University of Pennsylvania, and the University of Michigan.

Art Museum Will Exhibit Stained Glass Designs

The Pennsylvania Art Museum announces that the Stained Glass Studio of the University of Pennsylvania, under the direction of the artist, Murray Keith, has just completed a large series of panels, which will include both designs for glass and also the glass itself. These will be installed in the Art Museum, which is now under construction. The art of making stained glass has been a tradition at the University for some years, and the new studio is the result of the efforts of the late Mr. Murray Keith, who died last summer. The exhibition will be opened on Friday, January 15th, and will continue until the end of the month. The University of Pennsylvania is considered one of the leading centers of art in the United States, and the exhibition is expected to attract a large number of visitors. The exhibition will be open to the public every day except Sunday, and will be free to all.
TEACHING ATTITUDE TEST

The Department of Education has generously allowed to give again this year a teaching attitude test to all senior and junior students who have been admitted to this college in the last six years. The test is to be given on Saturday, June 25, at 7:45 p.m. in the auditorium, which will be used for the test. The students are to meet at the entrance to the auditorium at 7:45 p.m. and remain until the test is completed.

MISCELLANEOUS

HOSPITAL FIELD TRIP

Attention is called to the field trip in the Massachusetts General Hospital on Tuesday, January 8. The purpose of the trip is to give students an opportunity to see and hear something about work in the fields of medical social service and nursing. The group will leave the college parking space at 2:30. Students who are interested should register at the Personnel Bureau by Saturday, January 8.

POSITIONS

Social Work
There are two or three positions for persons living in or near Providence. Preference will be given to candidates over twenty-five years of age.

Visiting Nurse
There is a volunteer position open as volunteer with a social service bureau in Boston. Experience in social work required.

Teacher of Food Buying, Budget Making
There is a volunteer position open in Boston for a teacher of food buying and budget making.

Selling
There is a position with a Boston store for a girl who will work in the debt collection department. Preparation: A girl of good height and an understanding personality is highly desired. Salary $10 a week to start.


For further information about these positions please communicate at once with the Personnel Bureau.

CONFERENCES ON NURSING

On Tuesday, January 27, Miss Burrows, Assistant Editor of the Yale School of Nursing, will host conferences with students who wish to obtain information concerning training and opportunities in nursing and in hospital management. All students interested should make appointments for conferences with the Personnel Bureau not later than Saturday, January 24.

TEACHING

All students who plan to teach after graduation and are interested in this pamphlet entitled "State Certification of High School Teachers" prepared by the Massachusetts Department of Education, are invited to bring together in a clear and brief explanation of their plans for teaching. For questions for school teachers in the various states, and given some useful general information in regard to preparation for new or returning certificates or licenses.

Professor McKeag has made available to all students who plan to teach after graduation and are interested in this pamphlet a complete statement of the requirements for state certification. Professor McKeag has kindly consented to explain fully the requirements of the state and has agreed to see his office hours in the Personnel Bureau.

ALICE E. PERRY WOOD
Director, Personnel Bureau

COLLEGE IS HELPING IN FORMING FAITH

(Fortified Covenant Page 1, Oct. 23)

DUKE UNIVERSITY
School of Medicine, Durham, N. C.


HELP MARCH 17

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Our Wellesley Shop Holds A Sale Of Exciting Brand New Afternoon Dresses

$14

EACH and every dress in this presentation is a brand new arrival in the fashion world and made to sell for much more than the $14 sale price!

There is even such newness as the jacket dresses with baby Irish lace. And Vonnet's new scarlet dress! Crisp organic and American lace. Taffeta touches! The highest quality, lovely prints which forecast the Spring fashions! Lapla blue, cil blue, geranium red, black, brown, navy silk crepe. High shade wools! We even include a few dinner dresses!

WELLESLEY INN

Lodging and Meals

Telephone Wellesley 150

WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS

FLASHS FROM FILENE'S WELLESLEY SHOP

SKI BOOTS, copied from the boots of professionals at Chamonix, Doubly welling in sole where the strain comes, reinforced on the toe where the stamp rubs, Convex heel to hold. Waterproof. Sizes 4 to 8. Wide enough for 2 pairs socks. $8.90.

EACH and every dress in this presentation is a brand new arrival in the fashion world and made to sell for much more than the $14 sale price!


CUDDLES—100% silk and wool undergarde that takes all your curves and adds so much warmth. Vests $1.50. Pintees $1.00.

WINTER SPORTS

SKI SUITS

The most fashionable in a moderate chiffon ski suit, consisting of jacket, high waist trousers, short blouse and coat, $10.00 to $18.50.

SUIT $15.50

OTHER MODELS

$10.00 to $18.50

SKIS

PINE—$10.00 to $3.50

$4.95 to $1.00

HICKORY—$12.50 to $14.00

$10.00 to $8.00

BINDINGS—$2.00 to $7.25

SKI BOOTS

$6.95

Also complete assortment of other accessories, sweaters, ski caps, tights, gloves, milks, hats, cossacks, Dufner boots,值sels, toboggans, etc.

E. A. DAVIS & CO.

579 WASHINGTON ST., WELLESLEY
WHAT with a vacated campus and blank weather and drudgery with baskets and bellboys and going home through a downpour loosely, to say nothing of boredom, work, etc., one would think that people would have found a more appropriate place to while away the time. But if there are no steel猝と in the basement, there was, however, a dance. The place was a very pleasant one, and the dancers were as pretentious and polished as they were able. The band couldn’t be a troop train because Perry had as far lived up to his admittance as he could be. The band, which included a row of tall men in the front, was not educated to be a "Walker Special"—meaning, of course, the kind which contains from forty to sixty queer, not an education, but a type of college occupant. That was why it was a great pity in the case of stock. Perry’s standards, however, are as high as the prejudice and snob that are the hallmarks of the genuine college man.

THINK it the queer, starting an intensive graduate course cut off from the world, the freshman is always prepared for a new extreme in one of several common situations. In the general situation, he was not shocked but rather pleased when he found that all was not as he had imagined it. Twenty-two, it seems, is a new fact, but

Perry the Pressman

Lecturer’s Talks on "Abilities of Man"

On Friday morning, January 5, the Department of Psychology presented Professor Charles Spearman, in residence at University College, London, and now visitor at Columbia, in a lecture on "The Abilities of Man.

The subject of the abilities of man, says Prof. Spearman, has two points of interest. First, the ability of Psychology that has the greatest influence in practical life. Secondly, that Psychology which has made steady progress historically, the study of these significant abilities in human faculties, and later the results were standardized mathematically, requiring a regular distribution.

The measurement of every individual’s abilities is a task that involves the determination of factors, which vary widely. The general factor measures the total abilities, and the specific factors, from which the general factors come into play. The two factors are sometimes not very bad, but they are not good, and not good until the factor is shaped in the future course of the individual.

The specific factor measures one’s ability along specialized lines. Music, art, and sports all point to this heading. One very important thing is the test that one can take to determine whether he is good at something, or if he is a specialist, and so on.

Some of these factors are used in selecting the best man for the job. Some of them are used in selecting the best man for the job. Some of them are used in selecting the best man for the job. Some of them are used in selecting the best man for the job. Some of them are used in selecting the best man for the job.

THE ORIGINE

LOUISE CUMMINGH, Prep., 525 Washington St., Wellesley

NEW A Sandwich Shop

where you can eat a pound of toasted sandwiches and...

ALL THE COFFEE YOU WANT FOR 10c

Electric Pepperers in every booth

JORDAN MARSH COMPANY

--is now holding its 81st Birthday Sale

If you want to make your allowance stretch a little further this month, come to Jordan Marsh Company’s great 81st Birthday Sale. Here are a few VALUES selected at random from the many you'll find throughout our entire store.

Roger & Gallet Talc

NOW

3 for $1.10

Milary Silk Stockings

usually 50c to a pair

75c or 3 for $2.14

6-button Capeskin Gloves

$1.80

Latom Toilet Soap

regularly 4c or $1

4 for 50c

street-floor goods

Brick Oven Tavern

175 South St., Beacon Hill

"Wilt you dine in a Stable and eat in a Horse Stall?"

LUNCHEONS TUESDAY: "Egg & Starch, or Broth and Chicken Dinner" 7:15 to 8:15.

Open for Lunch, too. And Dinner

Tel Haymarket 4125

UNUSUAL IMPORTED GIFTS AND JEWELRY

Powder Puff Salon

Under New Management

Sapphire and Finger Wave $1.00

Manicure and Finger Wave $1.00

PERMANENT WAVES BY EXPERT

Frieda Weis $5.00

Eugenie Weis $5.00

--
The Role of the Student

It was with interest that we read of the proposal, made at the Buffalo Convention, that each college student should attend the Disarmament Conference at Geneva, as a repre- sentative of the student body of his college. When this proposal was made to the assembled students, they were naturally enough, with great applause. And small wonder: what a stupendous oppor- tunity such a proposal would give! Here is an opportunity—here we are compelled to pause.

The argument for sending a student was simple: students would be the ones to fight for the next war if he was within one's lifetime, therefore they should be represented in those deliberations upon which depended the future of mankind, the "next war". It is the old argument for representation used once again.

But how is this decision, given, in our democracy? The notification also depends, to some extent, at least, upon the student body. We would venture to put out that there is some difference between being able to vote for your country and being able to act as a statesman for it.

But regardless of whether the student body, and the student body of a college, is in Geneva or not, we can conceive of no more heartening idea than the thought that a student of college age should be present with opportunity to observe such a meeting. We hope that Mr. Heilbron's plan is carried out in its entirety, and that the university student, who by virtue of this appointment finds himself the only one with access to such of the conference as would be permitted, and that the Bel- monto mission is success, still, we hope that as many as possible of the students of the nation will be in Geneva on February 2nd.

The Whathacallit Committee

There exists in Wellesley, little though the fact be known to anyone breezingly, a committee of the College, a Student Curriculum Committee. Its beginnings go back past the year 1927, and have drawn upon a time upon a period that was only as the good of all of a class, as the good of the Department of the College, of the Student Union. Long ago this happened we do not know, but it is certain that for the past three or four years a small self- supporting group of undergraduates has sat waiting quietly to prepare an annual report on the curriculum, a report submitted by them to the Dean and permanently forwarded to the appropriate faculty committee.

February and March are dark, hard months. Only the unhappiest of us can be bright. But even the most melancholic can have their share of sunshine.

In a dark, hard month, how can we brighten and fortify them? Spring is coming. Our days will be warmer, brighter, longer. We will be able to swim, walk, will cover and cheer up the world.

The Whathacallit Committee

Colleges Advocate World Disarmament

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)

BURNS, Southern Methodist University, Denver, and many other colleges and institutes, have also called attention to the fact that disarmament is also revealed in the high percentage of those voting for peace. Their number includes the entire student body of Baldwin Wallis, at Mount Holyoke.

All types of colleges participated in the tally of the student body, including those in the return. The extreme are re- presented in a "Theological Seminary where 'We will fight' 69% favor favorable disarmament by ex- ample, and those in a college where 85% opposed the United States, a large number of them by the" Divinity School at Harvard. "We will fight" 69% favoring the initiative in disarmament. There is little noticeable difference. These favoring the taking of the initiative in one institution and the taking of the initiative in the other.

To sum up, the tally of student public opinion is: "We will fight" 69% favoring disarmament by example. "We will fight" 69% favoring disarmament by example.

The result of the conference may also be considered as the problem of disarmament in Europe, and of the British Empire. The problem of the British Empire, and of the British Empire, and of the British Empire, is, however, a difficult one to solve. The British Empire, and of the British Empire, is, however, a difficult one to solve.

But, however, the British Empire, and of the British Empire, is, however, a difficult one to solve.

All in all, the British Empire, and of the British Empire, is, however, a difficult one to solve.
The Theater

COLLEGE—Tivoli Follies
COLEF—The First Year
MAESTRO—Of Thee I Sing
PLYMOUTH—The School for Scandal
SHERBET—The Student Prince

THE GOOD COMPANIONS

There is nothing profound, nothing highly emotional, nor even deeply stirring about Julia Wyler’s production of "The Good Companions." The play is a good one, but one that is not a great one.

The plot is simple. A group of people, friends, are living in a small village. They are all trying to make a living, and they are also trying to make the best of their situation. The play is a study of their lives, and of their relationships with each other.

The acting is good. The cast is well chosen, and they all give fine performances. The play is well directed, and the production is well done.

In short, "The Good Companions" is a good play. It is not a great play, but it is a good one. It is worth seeing if you are interested in the lives of common people, and in their struggles to make a living.

M. G., ’32

CAMPUS CRITIC

Student Recital

The student recital given on December 14 was an achievement of no small merit on the part of the two principals, Helen Holstein, ’32, and Sarah Supplee, ’33. The program was varied and interesting, and held, from the point of view of interpretation and technique, Helen Holstein’s choices were from the evil-idealistic and evil-classic composers: Rossini, Scarlatti, K. P. Bach, and Weber; they were all played with excellent technique and inter-

Price with grace and restraint required of the music of that period. Sarah Supplee’s numbers made a fine contrast, being chosen from modern composers: Richard Strauss, Debussy, C. F. Dehme, and B. D. Scudder. They were played with understanding and unusually fine technique. Both pianists are to be congratulated on their individual playing and on the most important part of the program was the two-play number. It is not easy even for the renowned pianists to achieve an essential harmony of interpretation and form, so that Holstein and Sarah Supplee are to be especially congratulated on their understanding of each other’s playing.

Both pianists showed ability of interpretation in the numbers which were of such different styles: Mozart’s Sonata in D major; Khachaturian’s Rhapsody and Manuel de Falla’s Iberia. These numbers were presented charmingly by Miss Helen Holstein.

The concert was a success in every way. In choice of music, the interpretations and technique of the pianists, and especially of their pianists.

P. C. T., ’33

THE BARRETTES

The Barrettes of Wimpole St., by Rudolph Holstein, read by Miss Kathleen Margaret Small on Monday night, was a highly successful performance from more than one point of view. There had been few performances given at Wellesley by Wellesley professionals that (Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)

Peek-In Gift Shop

FEATURED: Suede Hats and Bags to Match.

by

LENCI

The Very Thing for Campus Wear

20% discount on gifts

121 Mt. Vernon Street

Boston

The School of Nursing of Yale University

A Proficiency for the College Woman

interested in the sciences, psychology, or the arts. The school is a well-known institution, and has a fine reputation.

The thirty-month course, consisting of an intensive study of psychology, offers students the opportunity to choose their own courses of study. The school is equipped with all the modern facilities of a first-class institution.

BACHELOR OF NURSING

The Bachelors of Nursing are graduates of the school, and are given the opportunity to choose their own careers. The school is equipped with all the modern facilities of a first-class institution.

For catalog and information address:

THE SCHOOL OF NURSING OF YALE UNIVERSITY

WELLESLEY SQUARE

January Markdown Sale

Excellent values in Satin Corsets, holding at sales. Priced at $3.00.

Elasitic step-in Corsets, 10" length, $1.50, 12" length, $1.75.

Garter belts for the growing school girl, $1.00.

Odd sizes in Corsets greatly reduced.

10% discount on all regular Corsets and Brasanders.

UNITED CORSET SHOPS, INC.

A Church Street Wellesley 1844

A Shop Every Woman Should Know.

Grace Taylor

Beauty Shop

MARNIELLO FACIAL

SHAMPOO AND TREATMENTS

MARCEL AND FINGER WAVING

OPEN 9-8 A.M.

Tel. Wd. 412-W

WELLESLEY SQUARE

For Winter Week-Ends

If you dance or dine, your party things must be spotless.

If you go North for winter sports you will want your warm sport togs to be above reproach.

Even if you just coast down a Wellesley hillside you’ll find need for

Collected

Delivered

Reasonably

New-Mode Cleansing

CALL NOW

Wellesley 0727

GRACE TAYLOR

BEAUTY SHOP

Wellesley 0700

For Motor Coach Service Call

Framingham 2550

29 Price Creative and Brown Pines. Carollal Lickissios for all occasions.

Twenty-Hour Service

The Framingham Taxi Service and Baggage Transfer

H. W. BOYLE

Framingham 2550

Long skating line

SKEATES, SKIS

SLIDES, TOBOGGANS

P. B. CORKUM

587 Washington St.

As you like it in flowers.

Cheer the tired Theophrastus, make them thrill over the beautiful blossoms you send them-help make the Shakespearean quaint remember their success by the flowers they’ll get.

Flowers

FLOWERS

48 Central Street

Wellesley

For Winter Week-Ends

If you dance or dine, your party things must be spotless.

If you go North for winter sports you will want your warm sport togs to be above reproach.

Even if you just coast down a Wellesley hillside you’ll find need for

Collected

Delivered

Reasonably

New-Mode Cleansing

CALL NOW

Wellesley 0727

GRACE TAYLOR

BEAUTY SHOP

Wellesley 0700
GROSS STRAUSS - I. MILLER
Wellesley

GREAT JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
Of High Quality Fashion Apparel!

WOOL DRESSES Regularly to $25.50...
$12

COATS Marked Down!
20% off

WINTER SUITS Drastically Reduced!
1/3 to 1/2 off

DRESSES Daytime and Evening
20% off

Take Advantage of the Savings In Our
Semi-Annual Sale of
I. MILLER SHOES

$8.50 to $11.50
$12.50 to $16.50

Shoes Reduced to
$9

Beautiful I. Miller Hosiery Drastically Reduced

51st Annual

THAYER McNEIL
SALE

We are now selling genuine Thayer McNeil footwear at drastic reductions. Our Wellesley Shop offers the same assortment and price-savings as do our Boston stores. Shoes for every occasion included . . . plenty of rubber soled sport shoes, too. Make your allowance go far by attending this big sale. Come early for best choice. Sale prices:

$5.95 $7.95 $9.95 and up

Thayell quality hosiery greatly reduced. Chiffon stockings 55c a pair. Tennis socks on sale at 50c the pair. 20% off on all handbags and buckles.

THAYER McNEIL
The Wellesley Shop
572 Washington Street
in Wellesley Square
To The Students
Of Wellesley

We, the undersigned, having become increasingly aware of the increasing national economic situation, and conscious of the individual involved in providing for those dispossessed by it, have voluntarily met in order to consider on the financial possibilities as students and citizens.

We have decided that as members of Wellesley College a huge majority of those with a specific desire to contribute, and too in these days can possibly withhold the aid which he is able to give, to the situation stated; and that as a co-operative group we can accomplish more than as individuals.

We think that our financial contributions in the past have grown up from the bases of sympathy and not a sympathetic action throughout the year; and that we are morally bound to assume the share of our equal responsibility as long as combined efforts can accomplish.

Thurston, therefore, in the name of our fellow students, we have decided to call a mass meeting of the undergraduates of the college at 3:40 on Thursday afternoon, in order that we may plan a campaign of concerted activity.

Signed,

Arthur J. Semington, Superintendent of Schools in Framingham, says: "This is the first time that you have reminded the students that you are an organization of citizens and not just of students. I know that the students are far from being deadlocked; and that as a co-operative group we can accomplish more than as individuals. I feel that our financial contributions in the past have grown up from the bases of sympathy and not a sympathetic action throughout the year; and that we are morally bound to assume the share of our equal responsibility as long as combined efforts can accomplish.

Thurston, therefore, in the name of our fellow students, we have decided to call a mass meeting of the undergraduates of the college at 3:40 on Thursday afternoon, in order that we may plan a campaign of concerted activity.

Signed,

Arthur J. Semington, Superintendent of Schools in Framingham, says: "This is the first time that you have reminded the students that you are an organization of citizens and not just of students. I know that the students are far from being deadlocked; and that as a co-operative group we can accomplish more than as individuals. I feel that our financial contributions in the past have grown up from the bases of sympathy and not a sympathetic action throughout the year; and that we are morally bound to assume the share of our equal responsibility as long as combined efforts can accomplish.

Thurston, therefore, in the name of our fellow students, we have decided to call a mass meeting of the undergraduates of the college at 3:40 on Thursday afternoon, in order that we may plan a campaign of concerted activity.

Signed,